March 13, 2007
Lorenzo & Son’s Pizza

The best things in life are not all free. For instance, a slice of pizza from Lorenzo & Son will set you back $2.25. For all the fine dining options in Philadelphia, you still can't beat a good slice of pizza. And for all the pizza options in Philly, it's hard to top a slice from Lorenzo's. Don't let their touristy South Street location fool you, this is the genuine article—saucy, thin-crusted, and cut into slices large enough that it would be grand folly for any but the most gluttonous among us to ingest more than two at a time. Prime time is just as the bars are closing. You'll have to endure a hefty line full of starving drunks, but you'll get to witness poetry in motion as your chef puts pies together with a speed and grace that nearly defies description. Drink up, chow down, and thank your lucky stars you live so close to such fine pie.
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Lorenzo & Son’s Pizza
Business/Location: Lorenzo & Son Pizza
Address: 305 South St
City: Philadelphia
State: PA
Zip Code: 19147
Phone: 215-627-4110
Website:

Lorenzo & Son Pizza
The best things in life are not all free. For instance, a slice of pizza from Lorenzo & will set you back $2.25. For all the fine dining options in Philadelphia, you still can’t a good slice of pizza. And for all the pizza options in Philly, it’s hard to top a slice fr Lorenzo’s. Don’t let their touristy South Street location fool you, this is the genuine article- saucy, thin-crusted, and cut into slices large enough that it would be grand for any but the most gluttonous among us to ingest more than two at a time. Prim time is just as the bars are closing. You’ll have to endure a hefty line full of starvin’ drunks, but you’ll get to witness poetry in motion as your chef puts pies together v speed and grace that nearly defies description. Drink up, chow down, and thank ylucky stars you live so close to such fine pie.
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